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Introducing I/O Script Sample Programs

1. Outline of I/O Script Sample Programs
   I/O script sample programs necessary to simulate the internal devices of the M16C/80 series of microcomputers are included with Simulator Debugger. These sample programs are listed below:
   1. Timer sample
   2. AD conversion sample
   3. Serial I/O sample
   4. CRC arithmetic circuit sample
   5. MR308 timer sample
   These sample programs are detailed in a section, "Details of I/O Script Sample Programs."

2. Method for Using I/O Script Sample Programs
   Before the I/O script sample programs can be used, they must first be set up in Simulator Debugger. Please follow the procedure described below to set up.
   Note that the I/O script sample programs are stored in the directory shown below:
   Install directory
   ¥Tools¥Renesas¥DebugComp¥Platform¥PDTarget¥PD308SIM¥Samples

   1. Start up Simulator Debugger and open the I/O Timing Setting window.
   2. Choose LOAD menu from the I/O Timing Setting window. When this menu is selected, a file selection dialog box appears.
   3. In this dialog box, choose the I/O script sample programs you want to be set up in Simulator Debugger.
3. Details of I/O Script Sample Programs

3.1. Timer A0 (Timer Mode) Sample Program (timerA0_TMode.ios)
This sample program simulates the operation of timer A0 in timer mode.

[Timer function]
  Count source: Number of cycles is counted.
  Pulse output function: Not available
  Gate function: Not available

[Operation]
  1. When the count start flag is set to 1, the content of timer A0 register is counted down
     every 16 cycles, 16 counts at a time.
  2. When the timer underflows (counted down below 0), the content of the reload register
     is reloaded into the timer A0 register and the timer starts counting over again.
     At the same time, the timer A0 interrupt request bit is set to 1.
  3. When the count start flag is set to 0, the timer stops counting down, holding the count
     in progress when stopped.
  4. When the interrupt is accepted, the timer A0 interrupt request bit is cleared to 0.

[Differences with the actual chip]
  1. When the value of the timer A0 register is changed in a program, the new value is
     written to the timer A0 register and reload register immediately.
     -> In the actual chip, the new value is held in the reload register without being
     written to the timer A0 register immediately.
  2. Even when the timer A0 interrupt request bit is cleared to 0 in a program, the timer
     interrupt request cannot be canceled.
  3. The count source is fixed to f1 (divide-by-1 clock)
3.2. Timer A0(Timer Mode, Gate Function Selected) Sample Program (timerA0_TMod_Gate.ios)

This sample program simulates the operation of timer A0 in timer mode (gate selected).

[Timer function]
  Count source: Number of cycles is counted.
  Pulse output function: Not available
  Gate function: Counted only when the TA0IN pin level is high (= 1)

[Operation]
  1. When the count start flag is 1 and the input level on the TA0IN pin is high (= 1), the
     content of the timer A0 register is counted down every 16 cycles, 16 counts at a time.
  2. When the input level on the TA0IN pin is low (= 0), the timer stops counting down,
     holding the count in progress when stopped.
  3. When the timer underflows (counted down below 0), the content of the reload register
     is reloaded into the timer A0 register and the timer starts counting over again.
     At the same time, the timer A0 interrupt request bit is set to 1.
  4. When the count start flag is set to 0, the timer stops counting down, holding the count
     in progress when stopped.
  5. When the interrupt is accepted, the timer A0 interrupt request bit is cleared to 0.

[Method for creating TA0IN pin input signal]
  To create the input signal, modify the following part of I/O scrip in the
  timerA0_TMod_Gate.ios file. In this example, the input signal to the TA0IN pin is
  switched between high and low every 10,000 cycles.

```c
{
  while(1){
    set [0x3ed] = [0x3ed] & 0xfd; Pulls the TA0IN pin low.
    waitc 10000; Holds the TA0IN pin low for 10000 cycles.
    set [0x3ed] = [0x3ed] | 0x02; Drives the TA0IN pin high.
    waitc 10000; Holds the TA0IN pin high for 10000 cycles.
  }
}
```

[Differences with the actual chip]
  1. When the value of the timer A0 register is changed in a program, the new value is
     written to the timer A0 register and reload register immediately.
     -> In the actual chip, the new value is held in the reload register without being
     written to the timer A0 register immediately.
  2. Even when the timer A0 interrupt request bit is cleared to 0 in a program, the timer
     interrupt request cannot be canceled.
  3. The count source is fixed to f1 (divide-by-1 clock)
3.3. Timer A0 (Timer Mode, Pulse Output Function Selected) Sample Program (timerA0_TMod_Pulse.ios)

This sample program simulates the operation of timer A0 in timer mode (pulse output function selected).

[Timer function]
- Count source: Number of cycles is counted.
- Pulse output function: Available
- Gate function: Not available

[Operation]
1. When the count start flag is set to 1, the content of timer A0 register is counted down every 16 cycles, 16 counts at a time.
2. When the timer underflows (counted down below 0), the content of the reload register is reloaded into the timer A0 register and the timer starts counting over again. At the same time, the timer A0 interrupt request bit is set to 1. Also, the output polarity of the TA0OUT pin is inverted.
3. When the count start flag is set to 0, the timer stops counting down, holding the count in progress when stopped. Also, the TA0OUT pin outputs a low (= 0).
4. When the interrupt is accepted, the timer A0 interrupt request bit is cleared to 0.

[Differences with the actual chip]
1. When the value of the timer A0 register is changed in a program, the new value is written to the timer A0 register and reload register immediately.
   -> In the actual chip, the new value is held in the reload register without being written to the timer A0 register immediately.
2. Even when the timer A0 interrupt request bit is cleared to 0 in a program, the timer interrupt request cannot be canceled.
3. The count source is fixed to f1 (divide-by-1 clock)

[Caution]
Changes in the output of the TA0OUT pin cannot be referenced using the I/O Timing Setting window's virtual port output function.
3.4. Timer A0 (One-shot Timer Mode) Sample Program
(timerA0_OneShotTM.ios)
This sample program simulates the operation of timer A0 in one-shot timer mode.

[Timer function]
- Count source: Number of cycles is counted.
- Pulse output function: Not available
- Gate function: One-shot start flag is set by writing a 1

[Operation]
1. When the one-shot start flag is set to 1 while the count start flag is 1, the content of timer A0 register is counted down every 16 cycles, 16 counts at a time.
2. When the timer underflows (counted down below 0), the content of the reload register is reloaded into the timer A0 register and the timer stops counting.
   At the same time, the timer A0 interrupt request bit is set to 1.
3. When the one-shot start flag is set to 1 by writing a 1 while counting, the value of the reload register is reloaded into the timer and the timer starts counting again.
4. When the count start flag is set to 0, the timer stops counting down and the content of the reload register is reloaded into the timer.
5. When the interrupt is accepted, the timer A0 interrupt request bit is cleared to 0.

[Differences with the actual chip]
1. When the value of the timer A0 register is changed in a program, the new value is written to the timer A0 register and reload register immediately.
   -> In the actual chip, the new value is held in the reload register without being written to the timer A0 register immediately.
2. Even when the timer A0 interrupt request bit is cleared to 0 in a program, the timer interrupt request cannot be canceled.
3. The count source is fixed to f1 (divide-by-1 clock)
3.5 A-D Converter (One-shot Mode) Sample Program (AD.ios)

This sample program simulates the operation of the A-D converter in one-shot mode. Note that in this sample program, input to A-D register 0 is simulated.

[A-D converter in Simulator Debugger (Differences with the actual chip)]

Simulator Debugger does not support simulation of analog input. For this reason, the functions of the A-D converter are implemented artificially by entering the A-D converted input value into the A-D register.

[Operation]
1. When the A-D conversion start flag is set to 1, an A-D conversion interrupt is generated. At the same time, data is input to the A-D register.
2. When the above is done, the A-D converter interrupt request bit is set to 1. Also, the A-D conversion start flag is set to 0, causing the A-D converter to stop operating.
3. When the interrupt is accepted, the A-D converter interrupt request bit is cleared to 0.
4. After that, when the A-D conversion start flag is set to 1 again, operations 1 to 3 above are repeated until no more input data exists in the A-D register.

[Method for creating A-D input data]
To create the A-D input data, modify the following part of I/O script in the AD.ios file:

```
{  
; Sets AD data.  
; Inputs data in order of 0x0, 0x1, and 0x2 each time an A-D conversion  
; interrupt is generated.  
set #isint:42, [0x380] = 0x0, 0x1, 0x2, 0x3, -> Define the input data here.  
set %data_exist = 0 ; Finishes entering AD data.  
}
```

[Caution]
Even when the A-D converter interrupt request bit is cleared to 0 in a program, the A-D converter interrupt request cannot be canceled.
3.6. Serial I/O (Receive) Sample Program (SIO.ios)

This sample program simulates serial I/O (receive) operation. Note that in this sample program, input to UART0 is simulated.

[Serial I/O in sample program (Differences with the actual chip)]

In the sample program, serial I/O operation is simulated in a simple way by entering data for serial I/O input directly into the UART receive buffer instead of latching the input signal from RxD.

Note that the sample program can be used in both clock-synchronous and clock-asynchronous serial modes. However, the receive data in the clock-asynchronous serial mode is 8 bits long.

[Operation]

1. When the receive enable bit is set to 1, a UART0 receive interrupt is generated. At the same time, data is input to the UART0 receive buffer.
2. When the above is done, the receive complete flag and the UART0 interrupt request bit are set to 1.
3. The receive complete flag is cleared to 0 when the lower byte of the UART0 receive buffer register is read out.
4. When the interrupt is accepted, the UART0 interrupt request bit is cleared to 0.
5. After that, operations 1 to 4 above are performed every 10,000 cycles until no more data exists in the UART0 receive buffer.

[Method for creating receive data]

To create the receive data, modify the following part of I/O script in the SIO.ios file:

```plaintext
{  
; Sets receive data. 
; Inputs data in order of 0x0, 0x1, and 0x2 each time a UART0 interrupt is generated. 
set #isint:18, [0x366] = 0x0, 0x1, 0x2, 0x3, -> Define the receive data here. 
set %data_exist = 0 ; Finishes entering receive data. 
}
```

[Method for changing receive data input timing]

To change the receive data input timing, modify the following part of I/O script in the SIO.ios file. In the sample program, data is input every 10,000 cycles.

```plaintext
if(%data_exist == 1) {
  ; Checks to see if receive data exists. 
  waitc 10000 -> Change this part to modify the sample program so that data can be input at any time you want. 
}
```

[Caution]

1. Even when the UART0 interrupt request bit is cleared to 0 in a program, the UART0 interrupt request cannot be canceled.
2. For error detection, only an overrun error can be detected.
3.7. CRC Arithmetic Circuit Sample Program (CRC.ios)

This sample program simulates the operation of the CRC arithmetic circuit.

[Operation]
1. The initial value 0 is set in the CRC data register.
2. When 1-byte data is written to the CRC input register, CRC code is generated in the CRC data register according to the said written data and the content of the CRC register.
3. If you want CRC for consecutive bytes to be calculated, write the next data to the CRC input register after CRC code is generated above.
4. The content of the CRC data register after all data have been written into it constitutes the CRC code.

[Differences with the actual chip]
1. In the actual chip, CRC code generation requires two machine cycles; in the sample program, no cycles are required (not added).
3.8. MR308 Timer Sample Program (MR.ios)

This sample program simulates the operation of timer A0 when using it in the MR308.

For the application programs that use MR308 to be executed in Simulator Debugger, the following setting is required.

Since MR308 sets the system clock that is referenced by the cyclic handler, alarm handler, get_tim system call, and dly_tsk system call, specify in the configuration file the timer used by MR308 and the time interval at which timer interrupts are generated.

```plaintext
clock{
    mpu_clock   =  10MHz;
    timer       =  A0;
    IPL         =  4;
    unit_time   =  100ms;           // ms
    initial_time=  0:0:0;
};
```

In the example above, timer A0 is used for timer interrupts to the system, and the interval at which timer A0 interrupts are generated is set to 100 ms.

For the application programs that use MR308 to be executed in Simulator Debugger, the timer used by MR308 (e.g., timer A0 in this case) must be set.

The following shows a sample program (mr.ios) for this setup:

```plaintext
; Example of timer A0 definition
{
    while(1){
        if( (0x340].b & 0x01) == 0x01){ -> while statement
            waitc [0x346].w + 1 -> Checks timer A0 count start flag.
            int 12, [0x6c] & 0x7 -> Keeps I/O script execution waiting for the
                                number of cycles equal to the divide-by ratio set in
                                timer A0.
                                (For priority, refer to the interrupt control register.)
        }else{
            wait 100 -> Generates timer A0 virtual interrupt.
                                -> Keeps I/O script execution waiting for 100
                                instructions.
        }
    }
}
```

By registering this I/O script in Simulator Debugger from the I/O Timing Setting Window menus [Option] -> [Load], you can simulate the MR308 applications.
[Method for modifying program to use other timer]
Here, explanation is made by assuming the use of timer A3 as an example.

- Timer A0 sample program

```c
{ 
while(1){
  if( ([0x340].b & 0x01) == 0x01){
     waitc [0x346].w + 1
     int 12, [0x6c] & 0x07
  } else{
     waiti 100
  }
}
}
```

Modify the parts shown below so that timer A3 can be used.

- Timer A3 sample program

```c
{ 
while(1){
  if( ([0x340].b & 0x08) == 0x08){ -> Changed to reference timer A3 count start flag.
     waitc [0x34C].w + 1          -> Changed to reference the divide-by ratio of timer A0
     int 15, [0x8e] & 0x07        -> Changed to reference timer A3 interrupt control
                                 register's interrupt priority select bit.
  } else{
     waiti 100
  }
}
```